
    "I am going to be a big sister! I

don't know exactly what this

means yet, but I will get to see my

grandparents and cousins again!"

This exciting news for our family

means we will be leaving PNG for

several months to travel back to

Canada. We plan to share about

our first year on the field with you;

stay tuned for more information

about an evening to meet, share,

listen, and maybe enjoy a dessert!

   Having now spent six months in Papua New Guinea, we have much to share! Brandon's flight training

is well underway, and Nellicia has committed to volunteering as a teacher at the local orphanage in

Mount Hagen for the coming months. Nova is very settled into the rhythm of compound life... and has

some exciting news! Read on for a little snippet from each of us. 

Dear Friends and Family,

    

  

    The training process for a MAF

pilot like myself to be inducted

into the program and to begin

flying solo has several stages:

   The first stage of training was

observational; in these two

weeks, I enjoyed the opportunity

to observe various pilots and see

the different styles and processes

that each one used. Following

this, I flew for two days to refresh

what I had learned in Uganda,

and then had a test with a

government official to get my

PNG pilot's licence.  
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Training UpdateTraining Update  
    After this phase, I moved

into LOFT: Line Oriented Flight

Training. While accompanied

by an instructor pilot, I

completed operational flights

while practicing various skills

such as flying in mountains,

landing on steep airstrips,

decision making in regards to

weather, loading and

unloading the aircraft, and

giving safety briefings to

passengers (in Tok Pisin!).   

   Following this training, I

completed an assessment

which qualified me to fly solo

with MAF! The final stage of

my training process will be a

mixture of solo and supervised

flying, focused on gaining

experience in different areas

and on airstrips. I am eager to

begin this next and final phase! 

Nova's NewsNova's News



            for a growing family and a healthy pregnancy up until this point

Praise that Brandon's training is going well and that he will soon be able to fly solo 

             for flexibility as we plan to return to Canada and prepare for many (more) transitions

Prayer for a lasting impact to be made on the children at BFO, even with our short time in Hagen

Praise

Prayer

After visiting the Bible Faith Outreach orphanage

several times, I started to envision various ways that I

could support, encourage, and assist the children.

Since my background is in teaching, it was only natural

for educational needs and opportunities for growth to

stand out to me. After much thought of how I would

like to be involved, I committed to visit regularly to

offer extra educational activities and help to push the 

 schooling system that is already in place forward. I

began by leading a course on Personal Safety and

Abuse  Prevention, 

which I  taught on 

a weekly basis. We 

covered   essential

topics    such     as 

recognizing     our 

emotions, the difference between feeling safe and

unsafe, how to respond in unsafe situations, and who

to tell if something unsafe or uncomfortable is

happening. The children were very involved in each

lesson; I am hopeful that this brief course will enable

them to speak up should an unwanted situation occur. 

Praise & PrayerPraise & Prayer
&

        

              https://www.facebook.com/vansaaneswithmaf

     https://vansaaneswithmaf.blogspot.com 

Ways to GiveWays to Give  Stay In Touch 
Contact us at bvansaane@mafc.org or nvansaane@mafc.org 

Facebook:  

Blog: 

  

 

Sincerely,

Online:  

Toll-free:

Mail:

Thank you for considering a partnership with us! 

 

     www.mafc.org/missionaries/vansaane

         1-877-351-9344

Use enclosed form and pre-paid envelope

 

Teaching Again!Teaching Again!

For many communities across PNG, a MAF

airplane is the only lifeline when an

emergency arises.  When my training pilot

and I received the call that a new mother

who had just given birth to twins in the

bush was losing more than a litre of blood

per hour, this statement became a reality. 

As we were the only pilots available at the

time, we paused our training for the day to

fly to the remote village, pick up the

mother and newborns, and transport them

to the nearest hospital. We pray that the

ambulance made it to the hospital soon

enough to save the mother's life! 

Lifeline 

https://www.facebook.com/vansaaneswithmaf/

